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SCHOOL 

SUBJECT 

TERM 

SECTION A 

Ql 2 

Q2 1 

ANSWER KEY 

: 2021 

: PRIMARY 5 

: Al TONG SCHOOL 

: SCIENCE 

: LEVEL WORKSHEET 1: WATER 

Q3 3, increase in temperature and presence of wind, increase the rate of 

evaporation 

Q4 2 

SECTION B 

QS a) Exposed surface area of the water 

b) As the number of holes increase, the amount of water left in 

the beaker decreases. 

QG a) Temperatutt ("C) 
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b) Heat transfer from hotter region to colder region. When the 

water has reached room temperature, there is no more heat 

transferred between the surrounding and water. 

c) Section on Heat lost Heat gained Heat is 

the graph neither nor 

gained 

AB t/ 

BC t/ 

CD t/ 

DE t/ 

EF t/

Q7 Concept tested: The greater contact surface area, the faster the 

heat transfer from drink to the ice. 

The ice have a greater contact surface with the drinks, so the drinks, 

the drink will lose more heat to the ice and become colder. 
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Ql a) 

b) 

Q2 a) 

b) 

Q3 a) 

b) 

c) 

Q4 a) 

b} 

c) 

ANSWER KEY 

: 2021 

: PRIMARY 5 

: Al TONG SCHOOL 

: SCIENCE 

:LEVELWORKSHEET2:WATER 

Set-up A. The temperature difference between the worm water 

vapour and watch glass is greater hence the rate of 

condensation is higher. The hot water vapour lose heat and 

condenses into condense into more water droplets on the 

watch glass, so more water is collected in A 

Set-up D. The unexpected surface area of the water in D is 

greater than C. the rate of evaporation is higher. More water 

gain heat and evaporates into water vapour which loses heat 

and condenses into water droplets more water is collected in D 

Cup A 

The water droplets are formed on the outer surface of Cup A 

and is as the same level as the milk. The milk causes the cup to 

become cold. The warmer water vapour from the surrounding 

air lose heat and condenses into water droplets on the outer 

surface of cup. 

distilled water 

Condensation occurs. Therefore, the ,1•,ater vapour turns 

becomes liquid as the air is cooled by the aluminium plate. 

increase the size of the conical flask 

It condenses the water vapour as it turns into liquid. 

the seawater is boiled, then the pure water turns into steam 

and is captured and cooled and thus become distilled water. 

Yes. To allow it to condense, liquid form and be collected 

No. If you heat to fast, vapours may not condense as quickly 

as desired, and may waste some of the seawater. 
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